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ABSTRACT The biora response to a toxic load is significantly nonlinear (i.e. an
ecosystem responds as a trigger, according to the la w "everything or nothing" ): an
ecosystem is in a normal state until the threshold of the load is exceeded; when it
is exceeded a small increase of the load causes a disproportio nally strong response
of the ecosystem wh ich very rapidly jumps into a maximally disturbed state. This
nonlinea rity has severa l important conseq uences for environmental quality evaluation. It is possible to categorize a response of certain ecosystem component into
only three gradations (normal, buffer, and impact). This strongly restricts the
resolving power of the quality estimatio n (only rough estimation is possible). The
biota parameters give quite different infor mation compared to the pollution data
(i f the dose-response relationships are linear, the biota indicators would give the
same information but in other units). The stage of ecosystem transformation can
be used as a highly aggregated index of environmental quality.

Environmental quality, dose-response relationship, nonlinea rity, air
pollution, natura l ecosystem, biological indicator
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1. INTRODUCTION
Usually the most simple questions are the most difficult ones to a nswer. Among
such difficult simple questions are "what is the environmental quality?" and " how
can we measure it?". A great number of articles on environmental assessment are
basically attempts to answer these questions from various points of view. In this
article one of the least developed pro blems in enviro nmental quality is addressed:
the quality of natu ral ecosystems (i.e. any ecosystem except artificial ones such as
arable, urban, industria l, etc.).
As a working definition consider natural ecosystems quality (NEQ ) as the
degree of fulfilment of humanly important functions by an ecosystem. These
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functions are: (1) fulfilment of people's requirements in utilization of bio logical
resources; (2) satisfaction of aesthetic and recreational needs, and the needs for
a healthy environment (where people may stay w ithout risking their health}; .
(3) support o f landscape stability; and (4 ) contributing to the functioning of
ecosystems of higher rank, up to the biosphere. With such understa nding the NEQ
is primarily determined by the biota (by its structure and functioning intensity).
This article will not consider the possible difference in quality of va rious
ecosystem types (e.g. a mature stand and a saline land ), but w ill foc us on the way
the NEQ of certain ecosystem types a lters under a nthropic pressure. The empirical
data considered concern a irborne pollution of terrestrial ecosystems on a local
scale (the minimal space unit is a catch land, the total a rea of about 1- 3 thousand
km 2 ) . However, the conclusions will be general.

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Most methods of environmenta l quality assessment using biological ind icators
(such as the De Sloover-LeBla nc index of a tmosphere purity, the Pantle-Buck
saprobic index, etc.) are based upon the ass um ption that increase of the environment po llution (even if not very strong) causes more or less proportional changes
in the condition o f indicators and, correspondingly, environmental indices. T he
rela tionship "indicator (index) vs. pollution" is thus linear. The ma in issue w hich
will be discussed here is whether this assumptio n is correct a nd, if not, how this
affects environmenta l qua lity assessment.
A good model o bject for checking the validity of various NEQ evaluation
methods (includ ing environmental indices) is a territory surrounding a powerful
long working point source of pollutant emission. Approaching the source of
poll utant emission gradually one may see by the naked eye how the NEQ a lters
(usua lly it aggravates). Correspondingly, it is easy to evaluate the resu lts of
different evaluation methods.
There are many investigations o f an ecosystem response to pollution from a
point source of emission. But most of these have the same disadvantage, in that
they a re based on pair comparisons where ecosystem parameters in the most
polluted place (the " test"} are compared with unpolluted ecosystem parameters
(the "control"). Such an approach a llows us to analyze onl y a general trend of
changes and its maximal a mplitude, a nd does not a llow us to ana lyze the form of
trajectory of an ecosystem response to the toxic load. T his aspect is very important
for NEQ eva luation.
In classical toxicology the action of poisons on a n organism is a nalyzed on the
basis of the dose-response rela tionship (or concentration-active curve). T he aim of
the ana lysis of natural ecosystems response trajectories is actua lly to construct
similar relationships at the level o f a w hole ecosystem, rather than a separate
organism. In this case a dose is a toxic load va lue which may be estimated from
the deposition or accumulation of pollutants in ·rhe ecosystem, a nd an effect is a
set of parameters, completely describing the condition of the ecosystem .
This problem was formu lated in the mid-1970s (see, fo r example, Fedorov
1976) in connection with the development of ecotoxicology. H owever, solving it in
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practice is difficu lt because it requires sintopic registra tion of poll ution levels and
a large number of biota parameters of geneticall y uniform ecosystems on many
sample sites uniformly located along the poll ution 's gradient. Consequently there
ha ve been relatively few attempts to build dose-response relationships at an ecosystem level (Freedman and Hutchinson 1980; Nordgren, Baath, and Soderstrom
1985; Stepanov 1995; 1992; Trubina and M a hnev 1997; Armand et al. 1991;
Tsvetkov 1993; Alexeyev and Tarasov 1990; Saliev 1988).

3. THE METHODICAL APPROACH
For the analysis o f dose-response relationships at ecosystem level results on
responses of a southern taiga fo rest ecosystem on airborne po llution from a
copper smelter in the Middle Ural (near Revda, 50 km west of Ekaterinburg) w ill
be used. This smelter has operated since 1940 and emits 50 2 (130000 ton/year),
Cu (2600 ton/year), Pb (560 ton/year), As (640 ton/yea r ), Cd, Z n, and other
elements. Poll ution with polymeta llic dust combined with additiona l acidification
of soils which a re naturall y acidic leads to dramatic degradatio n o f fo rest ecosystems. The territory po llution and ecosystem tra nsformation have been described
previously in deta il (Yorobeichik, Sadykov, and Farafontov 1994; Kaigorodova and
Yorobeichik 1996).
The general methodical a pproach to construct dose-response relationships at
ecosystem level is the following. Approximately 30-80 sample sites are situated a t
va rious distances from the source o f emission (usually s uch a q ua ntity is enough to
reveal the poll ution gradient and to correctl y approximate the dose-response
relationship by nonlinear regression ). T he toxic load and biota parameters are
measured at each sample site.
The toxic load is evalua ted from the levels of predominating pollutants in
natural a bsorbic media (snow, upper soil layer, etc.). In the case under discussion
the main pollutants from the copper smelter - C u, Pb, a nd Cd, 5% HN0 3 - were
selected, and extractable forms were measured in the upper 0-5 cm soil layer. To
reduce the poll ution data the following tox ic load index was used:
d;
d . __ ~
X ;;
.LJ
min (d;) ' '
i= 1 min (X ;;) '

D; = - - -

where X;, is the concentratio n of metal j (j= l , ... ,k) at sample site i (i= l, ... ,n). The
index is measured in arbitrary un its a nd shows how many times the background
level a t a pa rticula r site is on average exceeded by all po lluta nts. Strictly speaking,
the index has no toxicological sense and serves only as a marker of the whole
po ll ution complex (including even those poll utants whic h were not measured).
A biota is characterized by about 120 ·parameters embracing a timber stand, a
herb layer, forest litter, soil macrofauna, soil enzymes, and epiphytic lichenosynusia.
The list of the main biota parameters measured is given in Table 32.1. The measurement methods are described in detail in the original articles (Vorobeichik, Sadykov,
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Investigated biota parameters.

Component

List of the main parameters

Tunber stand

28

40

Herb layer

28

25

Forest litter
Soil macrofauna

19-35
26

12
18

Soil enzymes

18-88

8

Epiphytic
lichenosynusia

13-29

15

Standing crop; density of stand; fullness of site;
tree height; diameter of trunk; degree of sheltering;
portion of dead tree; density of regeneration.
Number of species: grasses, short herbs, tall herbs,
etc.; portion of biomass: grasses, short herbs, tall
herbs, explerents, forest species, etc.
Average thickness; range of thickness.
Total abundance; abundance of Lumbricidae,
Enchytraidae, Carabidae, Lithobiidae, Elateridae,
etc.; portion of saprophages, herbivores,
carnivores.
Activity of cellulase, phosphatase, etc.; rate of
cellulose decomposition; rate of nitrogen fixation.
Number of species; cover on trunk base; cover at a
height of 1.3 m; the height of climbing.

N 1 = amount of sample sites; N 2 = coral number of parameters.

and Farafontov 1994; Yorobeichik 1995 ; 1998; Vorobeichik a nd Khantemirova
1994; Mikha ilova and Vorobeichik 1995 ).
The relationships biota parameter vs. toxic load index was approximated by the
logistic equation:

where y is a biota parameter, x is the index of the tox ic load, and a, 13, a 0, a nd A
are coefficients. The coefficients of the equation were calculated from Marquard
numerical assessment.
O ne benefit of a logistic equation is that it is ana lytically easy to obta in the
coordinates of critical points (points of inflection) by analysis of derived functions.
Important informa tion is obtained from three critica l points - upper, middle, and
lower, corresponding to the beginning, the middle, a nd the end of the " rapid "
parameter altera tions. The a bscissas of these points are equal:
- a
Xu =

+ ln(2 - \/3)

13

a

'XM

-13' x~ =

- a + ln(2 + \/3)

13

The difference between the abscissas of the upper and the lower critical points is
a part of the pollution gradient w here " rapid" pa rameter a lterations occur. If such
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a part is small in comparison with the whole gradient length, the nonlinearity of
the response is very significant.

4. NONLINEARITY OF ECOSYSTEM RESPONSE TO TOXIC
LOAD
Examples of dose-response relationships are shown in Figure 32.1. Firstl y it may
be noted that the curves have a well expressed S shape. This indicates significant
nonlinearity of the biota response on a toxic load: an ecosystem is in a normal
(nond isturbed ) state until the threshold of the load is exceeded, after which point
a small increase in the load causes an unproportionally strong response o f the
ecosystem which very rapidly jumps into a maximally disturbed state. "Rapid"
changes being over, a ny further increase of the toxic load does not cause
significa nt change. In other words, an ecosystem responds to toxic load as a
trigger, according to the law "everything or nothing" .
This activity was observed in most analyzed biota parameters: over 80% of
them are approximated by logistic equations satisfactorily (determination coefficients are higher than 30%) (Figure 32.2(a)). In almost half of the biota
para meters the no nlinearity is very strong: "rapid " changes occur in a 5 % portion
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F1GURE 32. 1
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FIGURE 32.2 Frequency distribution of characteristics of dose-response relationships for
a set of biota parameters: (a) the value of variance explained by logistic equations;
(b) the portion of the pollution gradient with "rapid" change.
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Frequency distribution of abscissas of the upper critical points for various
ecosystem components.

FIGURE 32.3

of the gradient (Figure 32.2( b) ). It is important that response thresholds of
different biota parameters (abscissas of the upper critical points) a re distributed
a long pollution gradient not uniformly but as clusters (Figure 32.3) . There a re
groups of parameters with earlier (epiphytic lichenosynusia soil macrofauna, soil
enzymes) and later (timber stand, herb layer) responses. In other words, the
response trajectories of the biota parameters are "tied " in reasonable wide bundles
(a group of parameters responding as one parameter).
So the response to the earlier question " is the response of bioindicators to
pollution linear? " is definitely "No". Simila r results were obtained by other
investigators in other natural conditions (Nordgren, Baath, and Soderstrom 1985;
Stepanov 1995; 1992; Trubina and Mahnev 1997; Armand et a l. 1991) . This
allows us to say that nonlinear ecosystem responses are genera l and predictive.
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5. LINEAR MENTAUIY AGAINST NONLINEAR NATURE
An $-curve form of the dose-response relationships is an axio m in .classic
toxicology. It is a lso a graphic fo rm of expressing the Shelford tolerance law, one
o f the principles in autecology. H owever, when ana lyzing data on natura l ecosystems the biota parameter vs. pollution relationship may o ften be approximated
as a straight line. T his is prima rily connected w ith the a bove mentioned peculiarity
of investigations on polluted territories, as when there are only two or three
sample sites (test and control) it is difficult to obtain anything other than a stra ight
line. But even if there a re ma ny sample sites, investigators often approximate the
dose-response relationship as linear. Figurt: 32.4 illustrates such situa tio ns when
linea r mentality makes nonlinear dose-response rela tionships linear.
The first example is a n early analysis by Tyler (1974) of the microbe community
in the vicinity of a copper smelter in Sweden (nonlinea riry is excluded by
logarithmic transformation ). The second example is the recent investigation of
Australian a uthors (Yeates, Orchard, and Speir 1995) on the effect of heavy metals
on earthworms. T he third example is the recent work of Russia n explorers
(Moiseenko and Kudrjavceva 1995) aimed to study the action of N i pollution on
fish. In all cases the nonlinear approximation by a logistic equation which was
made based on the author's data descri bed the relationship with mo re accu racy
than the linear approximation made by the authors. In the last rwo examples the
benefit of accuracy is very significant.
There are many other such examples, but these are enough to conclude that
linear menta lity is international and resistant in time. The main reason for the
viability of the linear menta lity method is that it is much easier to describe
responses in this way (all handbooks o n sta tistics advise eliminating nonlinearity
using va rious methods of linearization ). However, this simplification may be
accepted only as a first approximation too rough for the modern level of knowledge
on the regu larities of ecosystem response.

6. LINEAR AND NONLINEAR MODELS: DIFFERENCES IN
APPROACHES OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY EVALUATION
Another natural question a t this point is: " ls it important how we approximate the
dose-response relationship (by regression)? ls it not a mere manifestation of
mathematica l rigorism?" The approaches of NEQ evalua tion based o n the linear
or nonlinear model are cardinally different. Table 32.2 shows these differences.
The following comments are necessary. If we admit that the relationship biota
parameter vs. toxic load is linear, then measuring a certain biota parameter we can
uniquely (within the measurement error ) predict the pollution level and the value
of a certain biota parameter. Conversely, if we know the pollution level we can
uniquely predict the value o f any biota parameter. In this case the biota para meters
give quite different information o n the NEQ from that given by the pollution data.
They only express this information in other units of measurement, the transition
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F I GU RE 32.4 Examples of "linear mentality" (left - author's approximation by a
straight line, right - approximation by a logistic equation based on the author's data):
(a) soil respiration vs. soil pollution (Tyler 1974) (left - R2 = 0.7144, right - R 2 =
0. 7183); (b) earthworm abundance vs. soil bulk density (Yeates, Orchard and Speir
1995) (left - R2 = 0.4108, right - R2 = 0.6406); (c) nephrocalcitosis cases in fishes vs.
Ni levels in kidneys (Moiseenko and Kudrjavceva 1995) (left - R2 = 0. 7278, right - R2
= 0.8426).

between which is unambiguous (e.g., as temperature measurement in Celsius or
Fahrenheit scales). In other words, if the linear model is correct, biota parameters
are a convenient supplementary instrument to measure the environmental quality
(e.g., easy or low-cost measurements), but an unnecessary one. The most important point is that if we accept the linear model then we equalize the NEQ and the
pollution level.

...
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TABLE 3.z.•.z. Differences between linear and nonlinear models for the environmental
quality evaluation.

Comparison criteria

Linear model

Nonlinear model

1. Are biota parameter data
and pollution data the same
data?

Yes (but units are
different)

2. Are there any differences
among certain biota
parameters data?

No

3. Predictability of the

Good

No (they give quite different
information because
threshold of indicators are
unknown a priori)
Yes (differences are great
because threshold values of
individual indicators are
different a priori)
Poor

Ratio scale

Ordinal scale

High (101-1<>2
gradations)

Low (10°-10 1 gradations)

Easier, lower-costs
and higher
measurement accuracy

Biota parameters are the
environment quality
evaluation as such, pollution
data are quality predictors

environment quality using
pollution data
4. Scale for environment
quality measurement
5. Resolving the power of
environment quality
evaluation
6. Benefits of the use of biota
parameters compared to
pollution data

The situation is different if we admit tha t the relationship is nonlinear. Firstly, it
is not known a priori in which portion o f the pollution gradient the response
threshold of a certa in biota parameter is located . Secondly, it is not known a priori
whether the response thresholds o f va ri ous biota para meters coincide. In th is case
measurements o f the biota parameters give funda mentally new informa tion
compared to the pollution data. Moreover, if the nonlinear model is correct, then
biota parameters are estima tes of the NEQ as such, while the poll utio n data a re
predictors of the NEQ only.
An important d iffe rence between the linear a nd nonlinear models is the
accuracy of NEQ measurement. In the case of the linear model we measure the
qua lity in ra tio scale (using this scale) such as bod y mass, ma ny measurements in
physics a re made using this scale. Usage o f such a scale a llows exact measurements
(the amou nt of qua lity gradations is 10 1-102 ). With the nonli near model we deal
wi th another scale - the o rdina l scale, w here measurement accuracy is considerably lower (the a mount of the qua lity grada tions is 10°- 10 1) and only the
succession of gradations may be revea led , not how much the quality has changed.
This results from the fact that using the S-curve o f the dose-response relatio nships
we can objecti vely distinguish only three states of a certai n biota parameter
(norma l, buffe r, and impact), w hich a rra nge the continuum of qua lity changes into
" discrete" intervals, w ithin w hich quality is homogeneo us.
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Thus the transition from the presently predominant and more simple (but too
simplified) linear model to a more complex (but more precise) nonlinear model
leads to a shift of paradigms in environmental quality evaluation.

7. THE STAGES OF ECOSYSTEMS TRANSFORMATION AS A
IDGHLY AGGREGATED INDEX
Many authors have concluded the analysis of ecosystem changes in industrialy
polluted regions by the description of the stages of ecosystems tra nsformation (see,
for example, Lukina and N ikonov 1991; Kryuchkov 1993; Alexeyev; Arzhanova
and Elpat'evskii 1990; Bormann 1982; Kerzhentsev 1985). Usually these stages
are interpreted as phases of allogenic succession (mostly retrogressio ns) and can be
distinguished based on very different criteria, from the successio n of vegetation
taxons up to the cha nge of structure and the dynamics of an ecosystem as a whole.
Examples o f some schemes of transformation suggested by different authors are
presented in Figure 32.5(a).
Usually schemes of transformation are considered as a purely subjective category
with didactic rather than measurement functions. Two points need to be emphasized
here: firstly, that vario us a uthors using very different criteria and working in quite
different natural conditions, frequently distinguish a similar quantity of stages
(4-5); secondly, that boundaries among the stages in the schemes given by va rious
au thors significantly coincide. This of course may result exclusively from psychologica l peculiarities of the researchers, but it more probably has a certain objective
basis. The conclusion of this article, concerning nonlinearity of an ecosystem
response to load, is that transitions between stable states are "fast", therefore zones of the transition are spatially small and, consequently, the error of
diagnostics of any particular stage is not very great. In this sense stages of
transformation are objective.
Thus it follows that stages of transformation may be used as a highly aggregated
index of NEQ. The stage of transformation is invariant of quality. No matter by
which criteria we distinguish the stages, we interpret them in terms of quality - as
a normal state or a certain state of pre-pathology, pathology, or death of an
ecosystem. It is also important that the index depends only on the NEQ, and is
independent from the specific features of particular ecosystems (their type, species
composition of the biota, and peculiarities of structure) and the specific features of
natural conditions.
The method of index fo rmation is shown in Figure 32.5(b). T he index measures
NEQ in an ordinal scale, the number of gradations being 3-6 (depending on how
much the important or sensitive unimportant parameter states overlap).
The greatest disadvantage of vario us highly aggregated indices is their artificialness. This in turn causes other shortcomings - nonsensitivity to va riously directed
changes of indicators, high sensitivi ty to strong accidental deviations, and the
difficulty of interpretation by policy-makers. A stage of transformation is an index
aggregated by the nature itself and therefore lacking these disadvantages. The
environmental index based on the transformation stage is a very robust statistic: it
is dependent purely on errors a nd fluctuations during the measurement of each
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FIGURE 3 2. 5 Ecosystem transformation stages (a) and construction of an environmental
index (b). Criteria for stages distinguishing: 1 - vegetation (Lukina and Nikonov 1991),
2 - vegetation, lichens, and soil (Kryuchkov 1993), 3 - tree health and lichens
(Alexeyev), 4 - landscape biogeochemistry (Arzhanova and Elpat'evskii 1990),
5 - ecosystem structure (Bormann 1982), 6 - ecosystem dynamics (Kerzhentsev 1985),
7 - ecosystem quality. A - state of unimportant but sensitive parameters, B - state of
important parameters, C - environmental index (number of stage).

particular parameter. Furthermore, to some extent it depends purely on the cho ice
of para meters to be measured, i.e. the same result will be o btained if different (but
essentially overlapping) sets o f parameters are registered. In other words, inclusion
of every new parameter besides a certain minimal set strengthens the reliability of
the results without basica lly changing them.
In this article the problem of diagnosis of transformation stages has not been
covered, as this is a separa te field of investigation. The intention has been to pay
attention to the possible adva ntages of using transformation stages as an environmental index.

8. CONCLUSION
Nonlinear effects are well known in ecology. This article has emphasized that
nonlinearity o f ecosystem response exists not only in theory but in practice too,
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and that this is a very importa nt effect to take into account during environmental
quality evaluation
Discussio ns o f the p roblem o f environmental indices con ventio nally consider
econo mic indices (such as the G ross D o mestic Product ) as exa mples to im itate.
The choice o f such examples is based on the tacit assumption that t he environmenta l qua lity ca n be measured very exactly. T he basic idea o f this a rticle is th at
this is impossible to achieve, not beca use it is difficult but beca use of great restr ictio ns in the nonlinear character of ecosystem response. Consequently, attem p ts at
a very precise measurement o f qua lity by constructing va rio us indices w ill fai l:
the qu a lity may be meas ured o nly roug hly and w ill no t d eceive policy-ma kers.
Furthermore, rough estimates of the qua lity (like the suggested index o f ecosystem
transformatio n stages ) are much mo re understa nda ble by po licy-m akers tha n
va ri o us artificial ind ices.
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